
STOREFRONT AT 232 FIFTH STREET

MIAMI BEACH

The subject storefront is located on the north elevation of a one- and two-

story building at the southeast corner of Washington Avenue and Fifth Street

in Miami Beach. This building, with the address of 425-437 Washington

Avenue, occupies Lots 11 and 12 of Block Six of the Ocean Beach Subdivision,

the oldest subdivision in the city. This area was locally designated as the Ocean

Beach Historic District circa 1995. While the building itself is a Contributing

structure in the district, the subject storefront is not original to the building. It

had an interesting evolution.

The building on Lots 11 and 12 was designed in 1935 as a one-story

commercial structure in Art Deco style by architects Edwin L. Robertson and

Lawrence R. Patterson. They had formed a partnership in 1923, and designed a

number of notable buildings in Miami and Miami Beach.

Their building at Fifth Street, it is important to note, was not on the

corner at the time it was built. Another building, a two-story commercial

structure built in 1925, stood immediately north of it on Lot 13, at 445-449

Washington Avenue, with several storefronts along Fifth Street. That building,

as well as many others on the south side of Fifth Street, was demolished in

1971 in order to widen the street. An aerial photograph from 1973 shows this

work in progress. It was only at that time that the north side of 425-437

Washington Avenue was exposed to the street and storefronts were created

there. This also explains why the building is set at an angle to Fifth Street; it

originally aligned with Washington Avenue instead.

This building had evolved, though, since its construction in 1935. The

Building Permit Card notes a one-story rear addition in 1940, designed by

renowned Miami Beach architect Henry Hohauser. One page of his plans



(#13969) was found, together with Robertson & Patterson’s mostly illegible

original plans, on microfilm #6891 in the Miami Beach Building Department.

This plain, rectangular addition extended 63 feet eastward behind the original

building to form a T-shaped footprint, all one story in height.

The Permit Card notes another addition in 1946, by the city’s other most-

renowned architect, L. Murray Dixon. Plans were not found on microfilm, but

the dimensions of this $20,000 project (twice the cost of the original building a

decade earlier) are given as 30 x 76  x 20 feet. In fact, there were apparently

two such structures, and they are the two-story portions of the building that

stand to the north and south of the Hohauser extension. This is confirmed by a

comparison of the 1944 City Atlas map, which shows the T-shaped building,

and the 1948 Sanborn Fire Insurance map, where the entire double lot is filled

in by two rear additions, two stories in height. At that time they were used for

“furniture storage” for a furniture store that occupied the center storefront  on

Washington Avenue.

Although designed by famous Art Deco architects, these rear additions

were purely utilitarian and have no architectural detail because they were, at

first, nearly invisible from the street. It was in the northern Dixon addition that

the subject storefront at 232 Fifth Street was built at a much later date.

---Carolyn Klepser, researcher

March 4, 2015
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